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I served as a graduate student instructor (GSI) at Berkeley for the second-year Ph.D. course in
Applied Econometrics (ARE 213) in the Fall of 2020, for undergraduate-level International
Economics (Econ 181) in Fall 2021, and for Economic Development (Econ 171) in Spring 2021. In
Spring 2022, I will be teaching Environmental Economics (ENVECON C101).
Courses Available to Teach at Ph.D. Level: Development Economics, Urban Economics
(Economic Geography), Applied Microeconomics, Applied Econometrics, Environmental
Economics, Economics of Education.
Select qualitative feedback from evaluations at Berkeley include:
Second-year PhD course in Applied Econometrics (Mean Evaluation Score: 6.5/7)








Wei is great at taking the difficult concepts we were learning in class and bringing them down to a more
practical level that renders the content actually useable. Sections were where I got the most helpful
knowledge.
Very kind and willing to help. Makes an effort to make sure students understand his explanations.
Patient and friendly. Knowledgeable. Explain things clearly.
Wei is helpful and cares about students in office hours!
He is knowledgeable and was able to answer most questions clearly.
Materials covered in the section are good, GSI teaches well.

Economics of Innovation and Intellectual Property (ENVECON 143) (Evaluation Score: 6.5/7)
Economic Development (Econ 171) (Mean Evaluation Score: roughly 5.8/7) (Covid Remote
teaching: low attendance with high variance)






I think Wei Lin does a very good job explaining materials especially in addition of the lecture. There are
many times I am a bit lost in the class because how the materials are presented or sometime because
there are many things those are covered in the class. He explains it very well and gives us the background
of the problem within the effective time of the section. I cannot really comment for the OH because I
cannot make it because I have work during that time...
Wei was one of the best GSI's I've ever had. He knew the material really well and was always willing to
help me in office hours and by email.
He was great at going over the concepts behind the more math–based questions. Very clear in what was
taught and very helpful for completing the problem sets.
Wei is a very accommodating GSI that is willing to work extremely hard for his students. He will always
be there to answer your questions!

Complete teaching evaluation report attached below.

